The Intelligence Corps is one of the smallest Corps in the British Army with approximately 1850 serving Officers and soldiers.

**What the Corps lacks in size, it more than makes up for in impact and influence.**

Modern military operations are increasingly led by and dependent upon the provision of accurate, timely intelligence. Effective intelligence gives commanders confidence while planning and executing operations. The Intelligence Corps provides commanders with this confidence through the maintenance of constant situational awareness and intelligence to support their decision making process, whilst at the same time protecting our own operations from hostile interests.

Intelligence Corps Officers lead teams of soldiers in finding, evaluating and producing intelligence. The Intelligence Corps covers the entire range of potential intelligence from strategic government level to operational contingency planning and increasingly, tactical support to ground units.

As an Officer in the Intelligence Corps you will be in command of some of the most capable and highly motivated soldiers in the British Army, overseeing numerous work strands and directing analytical capability in order to influence decision makers as they deliver their plans.

The Corps is involved in many types of intelligence, including:

- **Operational Intelligence**
  Covers all aspects of an operation from enemy capability and tactics to the operating environment, including local culture, population and terrain in order to support commanders and inform operations.

- **Counter Intelligence**
  Identifies and counteracts the threat to operations and personnel posed by hostile groups or individuals attempting to sabotage or subvert an operation or engage in espionage and terrorism.

- **Human Intelligence**
  Information obtained from interactions with human sources.

- **Imagery Intelligence**
  Interpretation of images captured by sensory assets, ranging from ground to remotely piloted aerial systems.

- **Signals Intelligence**
  Gained through the interception and potential translation of all forms of communication.

- **Exploitation**
  Intelligence derived from both material and personnel using scientific, technical and specialist collection methods.

Intelligence Corps Officers and soldiers are employed in a wide variety of challenging and rewarding roles in many different locations. Intelligence Corps Operators are provided a unique opportunity to cross train in:
- Materiel and Personnel Exploitation  - Covert Surveillance Duties
- Specialist Debriefing  - Imagery Analysis
- Close Operational Intelligence Support  - Strategic Level Assessment
- Counter Intelligence Duties  - Electronic Warfare Support
- Cyber Threat Analysis

On average, the Intelligence Corps offers a commission to around 8 Officer Cadets per Royal Military Academy Sandhurst (RMAS) Commissioning Course. Officer Selection for the Intelligence Corps takes place during the Junior and Inter Term Regimental Visits.

Officer Cadets who successfully pass the selection tests during the Regimental Visit will be invited to attend the Intelligence Corps Regimental Selection Board. Senior Intelligence Corps Officers on the board will interview each Officer Cadet candidate and make a final decision on who will be offered a commission into the Corps.

Diversity is the key word when describing the career opportunities available to you. After a few years gaining experience in the role, you may wish to specialise in a particular intelligence discipline. The jobs are extremely varied, unusual and challenging.

What are we looking for?

- Flexibility and the ability to adapt to any situation
- Physical and mental robustness
- Communication skills
- Potential

What can we offer you?

- Real responsibility at a very junior level in your career
- A varied and challenging career
- Your work will impact on real time operations and campaign planning
- You will work with some of the brightest and most capable soldiers in the British Army

Developed Vetting is required for all Intelligence Corps personnel, and the majority of personnel require additional clearances. All security clearances are assessed on a case by case basis; however there are certain criteria which must be met, including 10 years residency in the UK. Further advice on your individual background and circumstances is available from the Intelligence Corps representatives.

If you are interested please speak to a member of the Corps Engagement Team

01462 752 135

IntCorpsHQ-Recruitment-Mailbox@mod.uk

army.mod.uk/intelligence